Wind Powers Change in England's Industrial Heartland
by AFP
Feb. 6, 2022: Kingston upon Hull - On the banks of the River Humber in northern England, the winds of change are blowing through Hull, where factory workers busily craft turbine blades in a green revolution. 
Hull, known for a once-thriving fishing industry, the poet Philip Larkin, rugby league, and the city's eponymous football club recently bought by Turkish TV personality Acun Ilicali, is home to Britain's biggest wind turbine blade plant.
That has placed Hull at the center of the UK government's long-term plan to slash carbon emissions, tackle climate change, and cut rocketing household energy bills.
German-Spanish giant Siemens Gamesa is rapidly expanding its facility to meet booming demand and keep the country's much-trumpeted 2050 net-zero target on track.
The need for cheaper sources of energy became increasingly urgent this week, as the government scrambled to head off a cost of living crisis, faced with runaway electricity and gas costs that are fueling decades-high inflation.
Britain unveiled financial support for households, after the UK energy regulator lifted prices to reflect the spiking natural gas market.
'Cheaper and Cleaner'
"We are doing our bit to tidy the world up and get cheaper and cleaner energy for everybody," blade painter Carl Jackson, 56, told AFP from the factory floor.
"I think wind power is a big part of the future.  It's been a massive boost to jobs and the economy in Hull," added Jackson, who joined when Siemens Gamesa opened 6 years ago.
The hub has since manufactured 1,500 hand-made turbine blades and now employs more than 1,000 people.
Prime Minister Boris Johnson, host of last November's UN climate change summit in Glasgow, has vowed to "level up" economic opportunity in places like Hull, which voted overwhelmingly for Brexit.
Siemens Gamesa built the £310-million plant jointly with Associated British Ports in 2016.  It is now undergoing a major extension to build bigger blades.
The Hull factory manufactures about 300 turbine blades per year, with each measuring 81 meters in length -- about the same as the wingspan of an Airbus A380 aircraft.
A wind turbine, comprising 3 such blades, can power an average house for 24 hours with a single rotation.
New, even longer 100-meter blades will provide enough power for up to 2 days.
'Driving Down Energy Costs'
In the cavernous Hull factory, staff assemble balsa wood, fiberglass and resin into vast blade moulds to start a journey that will eventually harness the ferocious winds of the North Sea.
That enables Britain to cut carbon emissions, while curbing its dependency on imported energy and lowering prices in the long term, said plant director Andy Sykes.
"Over the course of last year, 25% of the UK's (electricity) was delivered from wind power," said Sykes.  "That will only continue to grow and help drive down the cost of energy, by reducing the need for the import of energy."
The group will open another factory in Le Havre, northern France, this year, in a push for cleaner energy across Europe, where wind generated an average 16% of electricity, according to 2020 industry data.
Scotland recently awarded a string of vast offshore wind projects, after Johnson vowed to make Britain the "Saudi Arabia of wind".
Hull is also expanding into the broader renewable sector, with plans for biofuels, green hydrogen, and carbon capture, as well as solar and tidal power generation under the city's "Green Port" initiative.
The local authority is eager to slash carbon output from the Humber estuary region, which accounts for 40% of Britain's industrial emissions -- particularly from the cement, gas, oil, petrochemicals, and steel sectors.
"You really have to decarbonize the Humber area for the UK to be really able to address significant parts of its net zero challenge," Hull City Council climate officer Martin Budd told AFP....  And this Siemens offshore wind plant provides a key activator to achieve that."
The Humber estuary's high seabed makes it ideal for offshore turbines.
At the same time, the estuary expels an estimated 12.3 million tonnes of carbon per year.
Ensuring Survival
Budd said tackling climate change was vital to saving low-lying Hull from flooding.  "We are the 2nd most vulnerable UK city, after London, to flooding.  So the survival of the city depends on tackling climate change," he added.
"It's integral that we tackle climate change, and that as a city, we take those steps by supporting manufacturing in industries that are going to tackle climate change."
The UK wants offshore wind farms to provide 1/3 of the country's electricity by 2030.
Climate change specialist Nick Cowern, an emeritus professor at Newcastle University, cautioned that Britain also needed to develop chemical storage capability.  "It's realistic to put wind power at the center of the UK's low carbon electricity generation approach, which is a major part of the effort towards net zero," he told AFP.  He added that, while wind and solar were safe long-term bets, gas still had a significant role to play.
"Until we have the ability to store electricity as hydrogen -- or alternatives like ammonia -- and be better grid-connected to our neighbors in continental Europe and the Nordic countries, gas will still be needed during periods of low wind speeds and low solar generation."
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